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Summary of ACWS Board meeting on 10th August 2013

Directors present were:
Philip Clark (Secretary/Acting Chairman), Ian Morris (Treasurer), Tim
Davies (Union Army Commander), Martin Cross (H&S), Vivienne
Corbishley (Projects Assistant), Claire Morris (Membership Secretary),
Peter Holt (Projects) and Val Holt (Communications).

Mike Bussey and Glenn Gibson could not make it and sent apologies.

Also in attendance were Jennifer Clark (Company Solicitor), Sharon Paul
(Cadet Corps Commander) and Debbie Davies (Minutes Secretary).

Matters Arising from previous meeting.
Mr Clark stressed the importance of communicating with the Membership,
and urged Directors to do this better.  Mr Cross has only had one volunteer
enquire regarding driving the artillery van. That person is “thinking about
it“.  Miss Morris has re-worked the Banner and all agreed that it was
excellent.  Work on generation of search traffic on-going and Miss Morris
said she urgently needed others to help with this.

Events/Projects
Mr Holt expressed concern and disappointment that a 19th Indiana
regimental at Birkenhead Park clashed with the Ingleton Society weekend.
Mr Holt gave a big ‘thank you’ to all who turned up to the Cheadle event,
where he had two enquiries about doing similar events in other nearby
townships.  Mr Cross pointed out another potential date clash but Mr Holt
responded that 2014 dates as yet unconfirmed and matters will be sorted
as negotiations progress.  Mrs Corbishley reported on a possible event
at Newstead Abbey, but apparently they do not pay fees, they only do
gate-share, which ACWS will not do anymore since the Weston Park
experience.  She is looking at another location in the East Midlands, and
she also pointed out that SoSkAn always go to Detling on the August
bank holiday, so are not available for a joint event with ACWS then, but
she will continue to explore the possibility of a joint event with them at
another time.  In general Mr Holt stated that enquiries for events are
on-going and will most likely pick up more pace in the closed season.

Treasurer
Mr Morris produced the current event budget and draft mid-season Profit
and Loss account, which the Board considered.  The fact that costs of
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pyros had increased was noted but it was explained that John Filer had
received a large donation of various explosives last year, and this year
the Society was back to the ‘real world’ of having to pay market prices
again.  Again artillery repairs and van expenses were discussed and
explained.  Claire Morris reported that the Lottery draw had been
discontinued, and income is awaited from Roger Willison-Gray for the
sale of tents.  The meeting noted that regimental events have to pay fees
to the Society to cover the cost of insurance cover, and a payment is
awaited from Sharp Shooters.

Others Directors – Membership
Miss Morris reported that membership is again down on last year – 299
compared with 342 at this time last year, and she is worried at these
losses.  Mr Clark commended her for the efforts on social media sites and
the excellent marketing material she has produced and that we are
attracting back old members.  It was explained that the next recruiting
target would be families and those who like to camp/the outdoor life.  Miss
Morris stressed the need for a marketing professional in the management
team because of the size of the task, so we are on the hunt for more
helpers to assist in marketing and promotional work.  Miss Morris plans
to send out posters to University student unions for Fresher’s Week.

Communications
Mrs Holt appealed to all to get their email addresses correct for all
members, especially as AGM votes and paperwork will go out
electronically.

H & S
Mr Cross reported that complaints against pyros had been looked into,
but nothing unacceptable had been found.  It was noted that there was a
difference between ‘show business’ and genuine bad practice.
Mrs Corbishley reported that Kevin Holden has volunteered to bring the
powder trailer to events when required and Kevin, Trevor Stevens and
Mr Clark will be helping Mike Corbishley in the future with powder issue
and distribution.

Artillery
Mr Clark raised the question of possibly splitting up the four guns currently
in Manchester and look into getting them brought to events on privately
owned trailers or in the back of a van in ones or twos.  These guns are
lighter than the big ‘4-pack’ on the trailer behind the van.
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Army Matters
In his absence Glenn Gibson’s report was read out and approved.  Mr
Davies reported on the Union Army and the rules about forming new
regiments and the numbers both on paper and actually attending regularly
in the field required to justify any new units.  Mr Berry has stood down as
the Officer of 19th Indiana and Tony Radcliffe has been put forward by
this unit to be its new Officer.  This was agreed by the Board.  It was also
noted that there was no regiment big enough in the Society to justify more
than one Officer in it.

Secretary
A former member, Andrew Davies, whose father Billy Davies used to be
the Projects Director before Mrs Corbishley, had approached Mike Bussey
offering his fathers extensive ACW book collection to the Society as a
library.  Mr Davies volunteered to be the Society Librarian (about 200
books from Andrew have been now delivered to him in Gainsborough).
The arrangement would be that a spreadsheet would be created listing
all the titles and anybody wanting to borrow one would contact either Tim
or Caz Davies and it would be brought to the next event.  Other library
loan conditions were discussed.  Additional donations of ACW books will
be gratefully received to add to the library.
Mr Clark reported he had received Glenn Gibson’s nomination to be
Confederate Army Commander and Army Rep on the Board as Bill
Brown’s replacement.  The AGM notice has been issued and the closing
date for items for the AGM and nominations for posts, if in addition to the
existing incumbent, closes on Friday the 4th October (as at the date of
dictation of this summary, 23rd September, Mr Clark has received a valid
nomination for Peter Francis-Wemys standing for the position of Assistant
Projects Officer on the Board, standing against Mrs Corbishley.  No other
nominations have been received so far, not least for the Chairman’s
vacant position).
An earlier e-vote concerning Honorary ACWS Membership for external
photographers and living history experts was formally acknowledged.
Mr Clark had received a suggestion at the meeting at the Tatton event
for Board meetings to take place by video conference on Skype.  He
asked for advice and opinions.  It was pointed out that Board meetings
would no longer be open and transparent if visitors wish to attend.  After
some discussion it was agreed that this is not yet a practical solution due
to the technology available in most homes, although this may become
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viable in the future.  The idea might work OK in an office or a school with
high quality broadband, but apparently it would be unmanageable and
disjointed given the large number of people who would need to use it,
who are scattered all over the country.
Another suggestion from the meeting at Tatton was to contact High
Schools to offer assistance with their A level history syllabus.  Mr Clark
advised that this had happened already with 19th Indiana and a
Manchester High School.  This is obviously a good marketing tool to
promote the Society, support pupils learning and getting new, young
recruits.  Volunteers willing to go into High Schools in their area, in uniform
and with equipment, are strongly advised to approach the history master
of that school direct and offer their services.

Percussion Caps
It has been agreed that West Point are to sell them at Spetchley, and the
surplus left at the end of that event passed to the Society for re-sale on
each camp thereafter . It was reported that West Point supplied these on
the basis that ACWS would not undercut the price they retailed them at.
The price to be charged was therefore to be £10 a tin as a result
 Those selling the caps on behalf of the Society are to account for the
cash to Mr Morris.

Code of Conduct
It was previously agreed that the original ACWS Code of Conduct, drafted
by Mike Lawson and Mike Williams, be re-drafted and brought up to date.
This has been done and is to be put together into a booklet that will contain
the new Code of Conduct, H&S Artillery Guidance, the Protocol, Musket
Safety Drills and Pyro H&S Guidance.  The meeting formally
acknowledged and accepted these.

Replacement Chairman
Mr Clark stated that, as well as the need to find help for marketing and
other technical aspects e.g. computing and e-communications, there is
also a need for a new Chairman.  The expressions of interest he received
at Tatton have not materialised as nominations.  Mr Clark was not happy
at having to continue as both Secretary and Acting Chairman.

Cadet Corps
Sharon Paul was welcomed to the meeting as the new Cadet Corps
Commander.  At the Hull event she had tried to round up some children
to make a start.  All agreed that the Cadet Corps existence needs to be
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advertised on the forum and in the newsletter and hopefully it will build
over time.  Hopefully more children will come to events once they know
that there is something for them to do.  Mrs Paul outlined her plans.
Rather than a Cadet uniform, she suggests issuing canteens with a Cadet
logo on them.  She plans to award certificates for knowledge and
awareness along the lines of the Society FSPC Trade Tests.  She aims
to train the children in two groups – those of junior school age and those
of senior school age in various disciplines, including safety & drill,
drumming and music & historical knowledge of the Civil War.  She has
an assistant in Mrs Ward, and help from the Drum Major, John Dale.  She
wanted every effort to be made to locate the Society drums to allow the
band to reform.  Lindsay Davies will help teach the children drums.

Any Other Business

Mr Cross reported he had received an email from David Blackmore asking
him to be the Board member representing Cavalry.  Mr Cross was happy
to agree to this and all present voted in favour.

Miss Morris advised that members had told her they prefer it when events
are portrayed of a particular battle or a year and all agreed it was better
that we have a scenario for each event, and to advertise the events as
such, and publish a bit of the surrounding history in advance.  Mr Davies
discussed this with Mr Gibson.  Mrs Paul intended to co-ordinate this with
the Cadet Corps.  As next year is 2014, it was suggested we should start
the cycle in 1864.

Claire Morris and Darren Paul asked the Board for its blessing to expand
the revolutionary war impression to include an American Continental Army
side in the form of the First Maryland.  They intend to break away from
the 22nd Cheshire’s and work more with the Lexington Militia, and to
promote ACWS at the events.  Fees raised by this activity will be donated
to the Cadet Corps.

The meeting started at 12 noon and finished at 16.05.  The next meeting
is Saturday the 12th October 2013 at Kegworth.
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ACWS NOW HAS  A LIBRARY !!

Please be advised that Andrew Davies has donated his Father’s book
collection of ACW books to ACWS, so it can be a resource for the
Members of the Society. Billy Davies ( now passed on ) was Projects
Officer before Viv Corbishley took on the job. Andrew was an excellent
drummer in those days.
Maj Tim & Caz Davies have volunteered to be the librarians, aided &
abetted by Angela Cross of the Christian Commission. This is for
EVERYONE who is an ACWS Member. They will catalogue the books
and produce a spread-sheet, listing them all. You choose what you want
to borrow and ask them for that book. They will then bring that book to
the next event you both attend ( agree details between yourselves ), you
sign for it and agree when you will return it ( we expect at another event).
Let’s keep it nice & simple. This way nobody has to cart a van full of books
to every event.
Some of these books I believe are quite rare. Details of the scheme will
be worked out, but the books will be marked and the return late, loss of
or damage of a book will incur penalties. More than one book can be lent
out at any one time, but not too many & always at the discretion of the
Librarian, of course.
As soon as the list goes on line, a notice will be published , with contact
details of the librarian.
So, now we have this excellent facility, is there anybody out there who
would like to donate their ACW collection to the ACWS Library ??
Additions to the collection always welcome – please see the Librarian at
an event, telephone or e-mail. The more the merrier.
Andrew has but one stipulation, that if the Library gets wound up then his
father’s books go back to him or they are forwarded to another
organisation that he stipulates.

Congratulations to Lee and Juliet Fairlee on the birth of their
baby boy Luke John, born on 4th. October 2013 and also

Congratulations to Will Holman & Amy Hatton on the birth of their
second daughter Ella Grace on 22nd October 2013
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Claire Morris

Hull Event Report

Friday saw everyone arriving on
site, from steam engines to a full
size Spitfire, and everything in
between. We were camped in the
same area as previous years
inside East Park, with the fair and
stalls in the middle of the park, and
the World War II re-enactors at the
far end near the event arena. After
the majority of us were set up for
the weekend, fires were lit, and
friendships renewed around the
campfire.
Saturday morning saw the usual
drill practices and checking of
weapons & uniforms. Members of
the general public were in and out
of the park all day from 10am,
asking various questions & looking
at displays. The Cavalry did an
impressive display over lunch,
galloping up and down the small
arena.
Given the tight timings of the
different events going on the
arena, and the fact the show was
running about 30 minutes late
anyway, the Confederate army &
the Sharpshooters, 69th New
York, and 118th Pennsylvania
helped John Filer lay the
pyrotechnic charges on the field,
directly before our battle. Due to
the small square nature of the
battlefield, artillery were placed in
opposite corners with the Union
Infantry in the centre of the field.

As the Union went to their “resting
point” in the centre of the field, no
sooner had they stacked arms,
they were immediately harassed
by Confederate Cavalry, who were
then backed up by infantry and
artillery. Essentially the Union
were trapped in the centre of the
field and were picked off by
infantry & heavy artillery fire. I’m
not sure exactly what happened
next, as I was on the floor, but the
Confederates held the field as the
remainder of the Union forces ran
off the arena.
Saturday night began with the
Confederates having several
parties going on, in particular
Trevor & Linda Steven’s Ruby
(40th) wedding anniversary –
many congratulations Trevor &
Linda. Later, on the main events
stage, came the burlesque
dancers, of which Goober and
SEVERAL others took great
delight in watching from the front
row! As Saturday evening rolled
into night, the weather took a turn
for the worse and it rained heavily
overnight and the winds got up so
high that it broke many gazebos in
the main event field.
Sunday morning we awoke to the
aftermath of the nights heavy rains
& strong winds, with leaves &
blossom everywhere, tents &
awnings were down, but to the
best of my knowledge, nothing of
ours was damaged. After clearing
up and having breakfast we went
down to the park gates to line up
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CALLING ALL MEMBERS
UNDER

14
YEARS OF AGE

DO YOU GET BORED
AT EVENTS?

DO YOU WANT SOMETHING
WORTHWHILE TO DO?

WHY NOT JOIN THE
NEW CADET CORPS

Sharon Paul is starting up a
Cadet Corps for those

members under 14 years old
who want to do something

worthwhile and learn what is
was like to be a cadet back in

the 1860’s.

It won’t last all day, so there
will still be plenty of time to play

and do all those other things
you do on camp.

Come along and talk to Sharon
Paul at the next event your
family attends and find out

more.

You will find Sharon on the
69th New York lines.

for the parade to the main stage
for the drum head service. The
drum head was attended well by
both armies, as we stood for the
service and watched the veterans
march past.
After the drumhead service a
group of Cubs from Gainsborough
had arranged to visit the site and
were treated to a medical display,
artillery display, drill participation
as cadets, and were taught to put
up pup tents, and how to put on
the uniform despite it being many
sizes too big for them. All the Cubs
were very enthusiastic and had a
good time.
The afternoon panned out very
much as Saturday had done, with
pyrotechnics being laid in the
arena directly before our skirmish,
but on Sunday we had even less
room on the field as an area had
been cordoned off for the WWII
display. Once again the battle
occurred in the centre off the
tightly packed arena, with the
Union infantry dropping like flies.
This resulted in a Confederate
victory again. The very moment
the battle had finished the
heavens opened and we all got
drenched under the heavy rain.
Straight after the WWII battle all
the re-enactors lined up on the
field and gave the public a quick
firing display.
Thanks to all who attended this
veterans weekend, it’s very much
appreciated by the public in Hull.
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ambushed them from the cover of
the trees. Rebs can’t have been
shooting straight, because the small
band of bluebellies stayed on their
feet a good while, before being
out-flanked and mown down or
surrendered. One captive took a run
for it and was shot (crowd collective
“awwwww!”), and that was that, but
Feds and Rebs resurrected and
amalgamated for a final volley over
the crowd’s head and bayonet
charge.
That evening in the beer tent was
livelier, with music from ‘Cruachan’:
fiddle, whistle and guitar, plenty of
Scots and country tunes and songs
(and a few Irish), dancing went on
and the ale flowed into the night.
During the day, there were those
that authentically self-catered over
the fire, but there were also wood-
fired pizza-ovens, premium bakers
and pie makers, as well as the usual
burger and chips-merchants. One
thing unique to this event was the
mobile smokery from Ian Spinks of
Arbroath. If you like fish, there aren’t
many better tastes in the world than
an Arbroath Smokey still hot, fresh
from the smoking barrel. Other
stallholders included some
leatherworkers who fixed Garry’s
holster and made a spare to boot,
a blacksmith with his mobile
furnace, and Bernie the Bolt cloth
merchant. On Sunday, the weather
was kinder, and consequently the
crowds much bigger, lots of people,
lots of questions, lots of
photographers, a real carnival event
atmosphere. We did a repeat of

Event Report Chatelherault
(Hamilton) - by Frank

Robertson (19th Indiana)

Great site at Chatelherault Country
Park, grand country house, open
fields, trees, wooded valleys, rolling
hills, a bit like Tatton, but without the
aeroplanes. But this was multi-
Period, Scotland’s Festival of
History. Yes, Chatelherault is quite
far to go for south-based, but close
to motorways, and has its own train
station. And some re-enactors from
other periods had come from the
continent (France, Germany,
Norway) and beyond. The Union
had representation from the 19th
Indiana, 69th New York and 118th
Pennsylvania, ably marshalled by
staffer Gary Holman. We all camped
together, and had a good chinwag
down the Beer tent (Strathaven
Ales) and round the 69th’s campfire.
The Rebs still outgunned us,
though. Saturday morning was a bit
damp, but since the event ran with
oldest first, it was the Romans who
got poor crowd and rusty armour in
the rain! Some hardy souls came by
our camp for some living history and
discussion of Scotland’s’ role in the
ACW, weaponry and equipment,
etc. By the time it was our turn in the
arena (some great hand-to-hand
stuff from the Danish Vikings vs the
Rus Vikings and the War of the
three kingdoms intervened) the sun
was out, and we had a decent
crowd: Rebs did drill and firing
displays until the Federals
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Saturday’s performance, and finished
the day with an all-period
demonstration of firing through the
ages. All-in-all, a really good re-
enactment weekend, fun had by all,
with a crowd in the thousands. We’ve
already been asked back for an even
bigger and better event in 2014, Aug
16th and 17th, which clashes with
Spetchley again. Make sure you get
one or other in your diaries pronto, and
don’t let trifling issues like family
holidays get in the way! Anyone from
around Manchester upwards should
be able to make it North. Some cannon
would be nice for even bigger, better
event next year?
Here’s a write-up from the local paper:
“Thousands of people who visited the
weekend history festival at
Chatelherault Country Park didn’t let
the wet weather dampen their spirits.
Despite the rain on Saturday, visitors
flooded back the following day to
watch hundreds of re-enactors stage
the largest ever event of its kind in
Scotland.
Organisers are already planning for
next year’s festival and hope to bring
even more people back to Hamilton.
(ACWS has already been asked back).
George Topp is one of the organisers
and said: “Visitors came from across
the UK and as far away as Mexico,
Norway and Germany. “Despite
Saturday’s weather, people, when they
left, were upgrading to two-day tickets,
having been impressed with the show.
Everyone seems to have been taken
by the Chatelherault setting, with the
double backdrop of the house and
views across Lanarkshire to the

Campsies. “On Sunday there
were packed audiences watching
the various main arena displays
– all of whom seemed very
appreciative and full of praise for
all the displays, living history
camps and re-enactors, who
were all eager to engage with the
public and talk about the history
you don’t learn from books.”
Scotland’s Festival of History is
run by a group of six volunteers
and although this was its 11th
year, this was the first two-day
show to be held at Chatelherault.
Over 2000 years of history were
re-created as the Roman Empire
took to the battlefields with
Napoleonic forces, soldiers from
the American Civil War, knights,
Jacobites, redcoats and forces
from both World Wars.”

Sacked By Text!

We have all heard of someone
receiving a text message telling
them their services are no
longer required.
It happened to Gen George
McCellan 1860’s style, when he
read it in a day old newspaper.

Did You Know?

Gen T J Jackson began all his
messages of victory  with…

“Through God’s Blessing….”
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HULL VETERANS WEEKEND
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democratic Society is strong &
vibrant. Please read the
candidate’s statements when they
come to you in the AGM papers
and make sure you use your votes.
Let us make this a good series of
elections, with a large proportion of
you exercising your democratic
right to vote, either by the Proxy
votes or, better still, COME to the
AGM.  Let us make 2014 the year
when we re-grow ACWS, and get
our strength back. As we showed
you at the Saturday night meeting
at Tatton, we now have an excellent
marketing image & poster, which is
being used widely. Claire Morris
has sent this out to lots of Students
Unions for Fresher’s Weeks at
Colleges and Universities.
Hopefully this will generate a lot of
interest. Go, folks, go and get those
new recruits in the winter season,
ready for the start of the 2014
campaign. Also, make contact with
former Members and get them to
come back. Next year we intend to
set up a marketing campaign based
around attracting families that like
to camp and the out-doorlife.
We also have a Cadet Corps
Commander in Sharon Paul and,
aided and abetted by others, she
will now have interesting things for
kids to do on camp. This will be
broken into those of Primary School
age and a separate group of
Secondary School age, up to when
they can join the ranks. Again, it all
helps to recruit for our future!
Parents, please contact Sharon in

Acting
Chairman &
Secretary

Report
Greetings everyone. This is the last
Newsletter of the year, and we have
the AGM to look forward to and next
Season, with some exciting events
in the pipeline for 2014 & 2015.
Your AGM paperwork and voting
slips will be on their way to you
shortly. PLEASE make sure that
Val Holt & Claire Morris know your
e-mail address , especially if you
have CHANGED it since you last
told us , or have one now for the
first time. The more electronic AGM
voting we can do & e-delivery of the
AGM papers the better, because it
saves an enormous amount of
money in printing and postages.
Well, I must say I was very
surprised come closing date for
AGM nominations and proposals:
it was a bit like busses – you wait
for ever for one, and then THREE
turn up at once! We now have two
propositions to debate & vote on,
and four contested positions.
Projects Assistant, Membership
Secretary, CSA Army Commander
and Chairman are now all
contested posts. In the Chairman
case, we even have one blue, one
grey and one green candidate! And
there was I struggling a few days
earlier to muster just one Chairman
Candidate! I am delighted at this
enthusiasm, and it shows that our
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the 69th NY lines. We are, after all,
a family Society.
We also have an interesting
development in that Andrew Davies
, son of the Projects Officer Billy
Davies, pre when Auntie Viv did the
job, has donated all his father’s
many ACW library books to ACWS
to form a library. Tim Davies
volunteered to be the Librarian
(cries of Ooook! and the throwing
of bananas) but more likely his Mrs,
Caz, will be putting a spread-sheet
of the books on line for you to look
at and request book(s). That will be
delivered to you at the next event
and the usual Library terms &
conditions apply. There are quite a
few rare & interesting titles
available, and I think this is an
interesting and original
development. Anybody else out
there want to give ACW books to
the Library? Donations welcome!
All in all, it has been a busy and
interesting 2013, and we look
forward to a similar 2014. Please
make sure you all use your votes
for the AGM and re-join promptly
for next year, as soon as you can
after the AGM. The more the
merrier. Another idea has been for
seniors able to talk authoritatively
to 6th formers to contact the High
Schools & Colleges in your area
(the 6th Form History Teacher, I
suggest) and offer to come in and
do a “show-and-tell” on the kit and
equipment and talk about the Civil
War. With a bit of luck you’ll get

some good recruits out of it and
certainly spread the word about
re-enacting. GO FOR IT!
Keep your powder dry and I look
forward to seeing you at the AGM
and then at our events next year.
All the best
Philip Clark
Your Secretary; and reluctant
Acting Chairman’ (but not for much
longer!)

CAN YOU HELP?

We have been contacted by a
student of historic arms who is
seeking information in respect of
The Manhattan Firearms
Manufacturing Co., who produced
cap and ball revolvers from circa
1859-1868.  Many of these were
carried by officers and soldiers in
the Civil War.  A fair number of
these revolvers have turned up in
the UK and USA with British proof
marks (London and Birmingham).
He is keen to find out who imported
these pistols into England and who
retailed them.  If you have any
information which you feel could be
of help please email him at:
hawlett13@yahoo.com

I hope someone out there can help
as the gentleman concerned has
offered to write an article for the
newsletter by way of ‘payback’.
You know how I like to receive
articles to put in the newsletter.
Editor
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Mary Custis, was the great granddaughter of Martha Washington and daughter of George Washington Parke Custis.  She must have had a happychildhood at the beautiful home she grew up in, Arlington, it was where a young West Pointer, Robert E Lee, whom she had known since childhood, cameto visit in 1827.  Mary returned his affections and he offered marriage, which proved to be a very happy one,   They married four years later on 20th June1831.When war came, her beautiful home. Arlington, was confiscated, her belongings were swept away.  She knew the anxiety that must be endured whosehusbands and sons are in frequent combat and against heavy odds.  She watched as Virginia was drained of men, money and resources, we can havesome idea of the privations of the time when we read in one of his letter that General Lee sent her two peaches.After the surrender of the South in April 1865, she wrote the following letter to her cousin, Mrs Edgar Snowden, wife of the editor-owner of the AlexandriaGazette.

Camping from Friday to Monday.
This will be Infantry and Artillery.

JULY 2014
26th – 27th Hull Veterans Weekend
is CONFIRMED.  Camping from
Friday to Monday.  Initially this is
for Infantry and Artillery, although
cavalry will be involved if funds are
available.

AUGUST 2014
16th – 17th Spetchley is
CONFIRMED.  Camping from
Friday to Monday.  .  This will
involve the  Infantry only , and
Artillery/Cavalry if funding allows.
16th – 17th Hamilton is
CONFIRMED .  Camping from
Friday to Monday.  At the moment
this is for Infantry only.
24th – 25th (Sun & Mon) Ingleton is
a POSSIBLE date. Camping from
Friday to Tuesday.  This will involve
the  Infantry and Artillery.

We will also be going back to
Tatton Old Hall sometime during
the season, but as yet he date has
not been settled.

There is also a possible event for
the artillery on 5th July 2014 in
Gainsborough.

Do not forget that even if artillery
or cavalry are not contracted for
an event this does not preclude
members of those units, all
members are welcome to all
events.

PROJECTS  REPORT
Here we are at the end of another
season and already we are looking
forward to the next one.  There are
a number of dates for you to put in
your new 2014 diary, and I have
another couple in the pipeline as a
‘work in progress’, and I will inform
you of any further dates  via the
website and newsletter as they
come.
Here are the dates I have at present:

TRAINING WEEKENDS
Avoncroft Museum 4th – 5th April

2014
Federal Weekend and camping will
be from Friday to Monday.

Confederate training weekend 4
and 5th. April, still awaiting
confirmation from Tatton Hall.

FULLY SOCIETY EVENT DATES
APRIL 2014

20th – 21st Countryman Fair at
Kelmarsh Hall  is a POSSIBLE date.

JUNE 2014
14th – 15th Driffield Showground is
a POSSIBLE date.
21st – 22nd Castle Bytham near
Grantham is CONFIRMED.
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I have kept this report to the
minimum so as not to repeat
everything I have said in my report
for the AGM and thus bore you
twice.
We hope you all have a good
Christmas and New Year and
look forward to meeting you all
on the field next year.

Peter Holt and Viv  Corbishley
Projects Team

Battlefields Of Honor
 By Mark Elson

Members may be interested to
note the above book which has
been published recently.
Mr Elson includes a section on
British and Foreign re enactors,
and there are a number of
familiar faces on exhibit within
the said section, which has
photos from Sewerby Hall and
Stanford Hall and there is a
credit to the society.
The book is available from
Amazon under the title given
above.
Mr Elsons is the photographer,
text by Ms Jeannine Stein and
the publisher is Merrell.

Richard John Page

3rd Gainsborough Cubs
say Thank You

Dear American Civil War  Society,

We would like to say a big Thank
You for a great day out at Hull’s
Veteran weekend.  We really
enjoyed our time we had with you.
During the day we got to do some
cannon drill and we saw how the
soldiers had to load the cannons
during the war.  It was great fun to
put up the tent and to try on
different items of clothing that was
used during the war.  It was really
strange to put up a tent different to
ours but it was really good to do it
as well.  We really enjoyed the
medical display to see how soldiers
were treated and how different
tools were used, all the gruesome
pictures were ace.  We would like
to say we had a great time earning
our badges and we hope one day
we can come back and see another
battle.  The battle was amazing with
all the guns firing and the cannons
firing at the same time, it made us
jump a lot.  Thank you again.

Yours sincerely

 3rd Gainsborough Cubs
Whiteswood

 Akela Bex,  Baloo Caz
Joshua, Malachi, Dylan, Emily

and Ems
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Confederacy. Currently, many
historians are still arguing over
whether the plot was actually real,
feasible or perhaps an elaborate
hoax which was unduly
exaggerated and exploited so that
certain Federal Officers would
benefit. Whatever, this is the story
of this infamous plot.
The Confederate Government had
long harboured the creation of a
Northwestern Confederacy and
initial arrangements were already
in place, prior to the plot, with a
base of operations set up in
Canada to achieve this. In the
spring of 1864, Confederate agents
were sent to plan escape attempts
and attacks in the North.  3
Confederate Peace
Commissioners namely Jacob
Thomas, C.C Clay and J.P
Halcomb had already been sent by
Richmond to Canada. Here they
held numerous conferences and
meetings with Southern
sympathizers and organisations
particularly Clement Vallandigham
of Indiana and Charles Walsh of
Chicago. With full knowledge of the
plot, they oversaw the overall
movement and entrusted the whole
conspiracy to Captain Thomas. H.
Hines (who had been second in
command of General John
Morgan`s famous raid North of the
Ohio River) and Colonel St. Leger.
Grenfell (an Englishman). Both had
been sent by the Confederate
Secret Service and they were to
organise and plan the whole

On November 8 1864, a serious
plot named as “The Chicago
Conspiracy” was devised by
Southern sympathizers to assault
and subsequently free some 8,000
Confederate prisoners of war
incarcerated at the Union “Camp
Douglas” prisoner of war camp in
Chicago. Then, following this
sudden stroke, they would quickly
march on Rock Island, Springfield
and Alton Union prisoner of war
camps also based in the state of
Illinois where there were a further
16,500 Confederate prisoners of
war. Alongside 4,000 Confederate
sympathizers from the Sons Of
Liberty organisation based in
Chicago who would initially liberate
them, this would create a new
Confederate army of approximately
25,000 mainly veteran soldiers.
This army would then go on to
capture Chicago and then attack
the rear of the Union armies
operating mainly in the South. It
was planned they would also go on
to seize the organised Northern
Governments of Ohio, Indiana  and
Illinois and create a Northwestern

The 1864 Camp Douglas
Conspiracy
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military operation. They worked both
diligently and with great zeal. They
were to encourage and recruit with
both argument and money and
particularly invigorate the timorous
Sons of Liberty. They also contacted
the Knights of the Golden Circle.
Both these groups were at the
forefront of pro southern resistance
in Chicago against the Lincoln
Administration.
Initially, there was to be a draft of
volunteers in July 1864 with the
Sons of Liberty being armed prior to
an uprising being fixed for 24 July
1864. This part of the scheme was
abandoned when the Union
authorities heard rumours of a
possible breakout. Captain Hines
subsequently located himself in
Chicago and personally became
involved in the distribution of funds
and the purchase of all the
necessary arms required. The date
finally fixed for the second attempt
to liberate the Confederate prisoners
was August 29 1864. This date was
exactly the same as the National
Democratic Convention in Chicago
and it was envisaged that the
presence of so many Sons of Liberty
and pro southern sympathizers
would not attract adverse comment
or suspicion. The assault was also
to coincide with an attack from the
water by a group of Canadian
refugees led by Captain J.
Castleman. However, further
suspicions had been aroused and
Camp Douglas was reinforced with
both an additional regiment of

Infantry and a battery of Artillery.
In addition, the actual organisation
of the proposed assaulting force
appeared to lack the necessary
courage as only 25 volunteers
reported. The plan was originally
meant to attract 100 men but now
1,000 would be required due to the
reinforcements at the camp. The
assault was again temporarily
abandoned.
The next date proposed for the
assault on Chicago was
November 8th 1864, the day of
President Lincoln`s second
election. All the same and
necessary preliminaries were
made but no water attack was
planned. But this time, Chicago
was to be burned, flooded and it`s
banks raided and pillaged.
Specific detachments were
designated roles in starting fires,
opening fire plugs, securing arms
and attacking bank facilities.
However, by this time, the Sons of
Liberty and the other supporting
Confederate organisations had
been infiltrated by the United
States Secret Service and the
plans of Captain Hines were well
known to the Federal Authorities.
An efficient body of detectives was
put upon their track and organised
by General Sweet, the
commandant of Camp Douglas.
He had invaluable inside
intelligence and assistance from a
Colonel Langthorne ( an ex-
Confederate who had taken the
oath of allegiance without the
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knowledge of the plot`s organisers)
and Colonel Shanks ( a Confederate
prisoner turned “Turncoat” inside
Camp Douglas) known as “The
Texan”.
Both Colonels Langthorne and
Shanks were appalled by the
sinister nature of the new plot as full
details emerged and Shanks was
allowed to escape from Camp
Douglas and get into contact with
the plot`s leaders and let them
conceal him. All the time, both
faithfully appraised General Sweet
of the plans. And, as such, on the
night of November 6th 1864,
numerous simultaneous arrests
were made and  the majority of the
conspirators were arrested and
taken into custody. Of 106 men
arrested,  over half were later
released.  Captain Hines was also
captured but escaped and travelled
to Canada. The others were
subsequently tried by the Military
Commission at Cincinnati for
conspiracy. The Englishman
Colonel St. Leger. Grenfell was
sentenced to be hung but this was
later commuted to life imprisonment
on the Dry Tortugas. He
mysteriously disappeared some
years later but whether he escaped
or drowned has never been known.
It is worth mentioning that his
brother was a General in the British
Army and repeated attempts to
secure his release were made by
the British Government.
After the exposure of the
contemplated conspiracy, rebel

agents immediately offered a
reward of $1,000 in gold for the
taking of Colonel Shanks (aka
“The Texan”) life and he was
bitterly persecuted. In 1865,
President Lincoln learnt of this and
rewarded him with a commission
as a Captain and he was moved
to the plains to fight the Indians.
He was the only former
Confederate prisoner ever
commissioned as a Federal
Officer. With  regards General
Sweet, commandant of Camp
Douglas, he was widely praised by
the citizens of Chicago as well as
the whole Union and was
recognised by the Government
with a promotion to Brigadier –
General.
Two overall factors led to the
failure of this enterprise. Firstly,
General Benjamin J. Sweet,
commandant at the camp, with
only 900 troops to guard 8,000
prisoners, received prior warning
and detailed intelligence that a plot
was afoot and wired for further
reinforcements. Another Union
Regiment of Infantry and a battery
of artillery was added to the guard
and the increased vigilance
destroyed all hope whatsoever of
a successful break.
At the same time, the plotters
themselves realised that simply
setting the prisoners free would not
make an army of them. They would
need organising and properly
arming. In addition, not enough
volunteers could be persuaded to
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become involved in the initial
assault. These issues created fatal
delays before the eventual arrest
and incarceration of the majority of
the conspirators and the finality of
the plot.
Article by Stewart “ Goober “
Douglas

Notes: The first ever use of the
phrase “ to hell in a hand basket”
recorded in the Oxford English
Dictionary occurred during an
August 1864 Meeting of the Sons
Of Liberty in Chicago. It is alleged
that Judge Buckner Morris, a Circuit
Court Judge of Illinois and the Sons
of Liberty Treasurer who was later
arrested said “ Thousands of our
best men were prisoners in Camp
Douglas, and if once at liberty
would send abolitionists “to hell in
a hand basket”!

Sources: Wikipedia, Internet
sources, George Levy “ To die in
Chicago: Confederate Prisoners at
Camp Douglas 1862-1865” and
Dennis Kelly “ A History of Camp
Douglas, Illinois, Union Prison
1862-1865”.

On the afternoon of July 3 1863, the
14th Tennessee was attacking
Cemetery Ridge during Pickett`s
charge. They managed to plant their
colour about 10 rods from the Union
lines. No rebels were standing near
it but there were plenty of rebels
lying down near it and waiting for
the order to advance. Major
Theodore Ellis of the 14th

Connecticut Volunteer Infantry
Regiment directly opposite the
Confederate flag in the Federal lines
immediately called for volunteers to
go out and capture the flag.
Instantly, Sergeant Major William B
Hincks, Captain John C Broatch and
Sergeant George Brigham leaped
over the wall. A retreating rebel shot
Sergeant Brigham but the other two
ran on. Sergeant Major Hincks
outstripped Captain Broatch and ran
straight towards the colour amid a
storm of rebel shot. Swinging his
sabre above his head and over the
prostrate rebels and uttering a
terrific yell, he grabbed the flag and
ran back to his lines. The Federal
line cheered him heartily as he
reached the safety of the Union
lines and climbed back over the
wall. He had captured the flag of the
14th Tennessee which had inscribed
12 battles in which they had fought.
And so the Federals cheered again
when on 3rd July 2013 at the
Gettysburg 150th Re-enactment this

DID YOU KNOW?

Jefferson Davis ordered thousands
of soldiers to their deaths, but was
known to shred copious tears when
he read the fairytale ‘Babes in the
Wood’.

An occurrence at the
150th Gettysburg Event
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exact scenario was recreated by 2
Federal Re-enactors, namely
Hincks and Broatch, who were both
the great-great- grandsons of the
original flag captures. This amazing
occurrence emanated when both
Kierran Broatch and William Hincks
met the 14th Connecticut re-enactors
at the September 2012 Civil War
re-enactment at Wickham Park in
Connecticut and were invited to join
the Unit at the 150th Gettysburg
2013 Event.
The 14th Connecticut subsequently
contacted Brian Payne of Co. B, 14th

Tennessee and formally requested
if the Confederate Unit were willing
to re-enact the flag capture scenario
at the Gettysburg 150th Re-
enactment and the 14th Tennessee
agreed.
It is worth mentioning that to draw
attention to the Save Our Flags
Fund for Tennessee Flag
conservation, both the 14th

Connecticut and the Hincks family
gave donations to the Tennessee
Save Our Flag representative at the
Event and the recently restored
original 14th Tennessee flag
captured at Gettysburg  is now on
exhibit at the Tennessee State
Museum.

Article by Stewart “ Goober “ Douglas

Sources: September 2013 Civil War
News.

The Poetess
Laureate of
the South

Margaret Junkin  Preston(19 May
1820 - 28 March 1897), poet and
writer, was born in Milton,
Pennsylvania, the daughter of Rev.
George Junkin and Julia Rush
Miller. A Presbyterian minister, her
father was called to Easton,
Pennsylvania, in 1832 to assume
the presidency of the newly
established Lafayette College. As
a child, Margaret was tutored by
members of the Lafayette faculty
as well as her parents. Dr. Junkin
became president of Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio, in 1841;
three years later, he returned to
Lafayette. In 1848, having
accepted the presidency of
Washington College (later
Washington and Lee University),
he moved his family to Lexington,
Virginia.
 training her eyes by sewing and
reading, Margaret Junkin had
seriously impaired her vision by the
time she was twenty-one.
Nevertheless, after the move to
Lexington, she began to publish
poems and stories in newspapers
and magazines. In 1856, she
published anonymously
Silverwood: A Book of Memories,
a novel that satirized the emphasis
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Military Institute, a position he held
until his retirement in 1882. During
Reconstruction, Margaret Preston
continued to combine the roles of
housewife, mother, and poet. She
published poems and reviews in
southern magazines and
newspapers and even in such
northern magazines as Lippincott's.

Virginians placed on ancestry. The
following year, she married Major
John T. L. Preston a widower with
seven children, who helped found
the Virginia Military Institute and
taught Latin there. Margaret's sister
Eleanor married Major Thomas
Jonathan Jackson, later famous as
"Stonewall" Jackson, who was
professor of mathematics at the
Institute. Margaret and John
Preston later had two sons of their
own.
Preston's family, like many others,
was divided by the Civil War. Dr.
Junkin was forced to resign the
presidency of Washington College
in 1861 because of his Unionist
sympathies. Although Major
Preston opposed secession, he
went along with Virginia and served
under Stonewall Jackson; Margaret
Preston shared his political views.
Espousing the southern cause, she
wrote some of the most popular
verse in the Confederacy.
In the intervals between
housekeeping duties, Preston kept
a wartime diary, which became the
basis for her second book,
Beechenbrook: A Rhyme of the
War. Her husband, now a colonel,
had an edition of 2,000 copies
printed in Richmond in 1865. Most
of this edition was destroyed during
the burning of Richmond. The work
sold over 7,000 copies when it was
republished in Baltimore in 1866.
After the war, the Prestons were
reunited. John Preston returned to
his professorship at the Virginia

Margareet’s tribute to ‘Stonewall’

Jackson. A Sonnet
Thank God for such a Hero!--
Fearless hold
His diamond character beneath
the sun,
And brighter scintillations, one by
one,
Come flashing from it. Never
knight of old
Wore on serener brow, so calm,
yet bold,
Diviner courage: never martyr
knew
Trust more sublime,--nor patriot,
zeal more true,--
Nor saint, self-abnegation of a
mould
Touched with profounder beauty.
All the rare,
Clear, starry points of light, that
gave his soul
Such lambent lustre, owned but
one sole aim,--
Not for himself, nor yet his
country's fame,
These glories shone: he kept the
clustered whole
A jewel for the crown that Christ
shall wear!
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EVENTS CALENDAR 2014

Training Weekends
 4th – 5th April 2014 Avoncroft Museum Federal Weekend

Confederate Training Weekend TBA

APRIL 2014
20th – 21st Countryman Fair at Kelmarsh Hall

 is a POSSIBLE date.

JUNE 2014
14th – 15th Driffield Showground

is a POSSIBLE date.

21st – 22nd Castle Bytham near Grantham
 is CONFIRMED.

JULY 2014
26th – 27th Hull Veterans Weekend

is CONFIRMED. .

AUGUST 2014
16th – 17th Spetchley

is CONFIRMED.
16th – 17th Hamilton
 is CONFIRMED .

 24th – 25th (Sun & Mon) Ingleton
is a POSSIBLE date.


